
Voices from the Arctic Convoys 
 
Introduction 
Following the German invasion of the Soviet Union through Operation 'Barbarossa' in June 1941, the 
Russians were forced into a precarious position - they were ill-prepared for the might of the German 
army, and the Russian army had all but collapsed under the onslaught. Moscow was nearly reached and 
Leningrad was surrounded. The British Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, promised to supply Stalin 'at 
all costs', knowing that, had Russia fallen, the full weight of the Nazi machinery would have been directed 
at the West, and so on 12 July, 1941, the Soviet Union and Great Britain signed the treaty on 'mutual 
assistance' against Germany, and in August, Allied convoys commenced running. Over four million tons 
of supplies were delivered to the Russians, including tanks, aircraft, trucks, tractors, railway engines, 
ammunition, and raw materials. 

 
The Arctic route around occupied Norway was the shortest and most direct route to carry supplies from 
Great Britain and America to the Soviet ports, though it was also the most dangerous. The gruelling 
weather conditions; severe cold, storms, fog, ice floes, waves so huge they tore at the ship’s armour 
plating, and strong currents making navigation difficult to maintain convoy cohesion while under the 
constant threat of attack from above and below from German air, submarine and surface forces. Many 
considered that no ships would get through. At the start, the convoys usually ran from Hvalfjord, Iceland, 
to Archangel in the summer months when the ice permitted, and then shifted south as the pack ice 
increased and terminated at Murmansk. After September 1942, they assembled and sailed from Loch Ewe 
in Scotland. 

 
The convoys ran in two series, following the first convoy, which was un-numbered but code-named 
'Dervish'; the first series was numbered PQ for outbound convoys, and QP for homebound, and ran twice 
monthly from September 1941, but were interrupted in the summer of 1942 after the disaster of PQ-17, 
and again in the autumn after the final convoy of the series, PQ-18, due to lengthening daylight hours, 
and continued preparations for Operation 'Torch', the name given to the Allied invasion of French North 
Africa in November 1942. 
 
The second series of convoys, numbered JW for outbound convoys, and RA for homebound, ran from 
December 1942 until the end of the war, though with two major interruptions in the summer of 1943 and 
again in the summer of 1944. Outbound and homebound convoys were planned to run simultaneously; a 
close escort accompanied the merchant ships to port, remaining there to make the subsequent return 
trip with the next convoy. In addition, a covering force of heavy surface units was also provided to guard 
against sorties by German surface ships. These would accompany the outbound convoy to a cross-over 
point, meeting and then conducting the homebound convoy back, while the close escort finished the 
voyage with its charges. 
 
The convoys, which what Sir Winston Churchill once called 'the worst journey in the world', played a very 
crucial role to the Allied War effort in the overall victory of the Second World War. A total of seventy 
eight convoys made the perilous journey to and from north Russia, carrying four million tons of supplies 
for use by Soviet forces fighting against the German Army on the Eastern Front, and thousands of British 
and Allied merchant and naval seamen lost their lives during the four year campaign. Eighty five out of 
the 1400 merchant vessels and sixteen Royal Navy warships were lost. The Allied seamen showed true 
heroism in their long and perilous sea passages in convoys, being constantly attacked by enemy forces in 
the appalling weather conditions of the Arctic. The bravery of these men and women who unsparingly 
fought for the Victory will be always remembered and respected. 
 
This collection of stories from the Allied seamen who endured the long and perilous journeys, comes 
from personal interviews and letters, and along with photographs provides a first-hand (and often very 
graphic) insight into life on the Arctic convoys. 
 
 
Recollections from Douglas Shelley, HMS Milne: 



I knew that when I was eighteen years old, that I would be called up, and that could include going down 
the mines with the Bevin Boys, so when I was seventeen, I went along to the drill hall in Romford, Essex, 
with the intention of volunteering for the Marines. 'You’ll be lucky', the chap said, 'they are full up'. I 
asked him what else they had, and he gave me the choice of the Royal Air Force or the Royal Navy. I 
chose the Navy, and went to HMS Glendower in Caernarfonshire, Wales, for my basic training. 
I remember my first morning there. I was in a chalet, and at six o’clock in the morning, the Chief was 
banging on the door, shouting 'Wakey-wakey', or words to that effect. The sunshine was burning my eyes 
out and I opened the door and there was about four foot of bleeding snow on the ground. I thought, 
'Bloody hell, what have I done here!' After all the square bashing and early morning six-mile runs, I was 
sent to Chatham for a Gunnery course.   
 
I was drafted at 0230 hrs one morning to the M-class destroyer HMS Milne (G14) at Scapa Flow. She was 
one of the first class of British destroyers to have their four point seven-inch guns in fully enclosed 
mountings. The ships were tied two to a buoy; they were all waiting for the ships carrying the raw 
materials to escort to Russia.  
We went down to Loch Ewe and picked up the convoy and off we went. We called in at Reykjavik, Iceland, 
to refuel, and while we were there, we were dive-bombed. Fortunately our 'Chicago Piano' – the pom-
poms - blew the thing out of the sky.  
 
My 'action station' was in 'B' turret. I spent a lot of time in there; even slept in there. We had our duffle 
coats on, and all the cold weather gear on, and we had a harness we had to wear that came over and 
clipped together, and it had two red lights, one on each shoulder. This was because if we got walloped, 
and fell overboard into the Barents Sea, you could be seen by the flashing red lights. If you were fortunate 
you would be hooked out, but after five minutes in the water and you would be a block of ice. The shock 
of the freezing cold alone could kill you. 
 
The speed of the convoys varied between seven knots and fourteen knots, depending on the ships you 
had. PQ-17 was the worst one of all. Out of thirty five ships only seventeen arrived in Russia. The convoy 
was ordered to scatter by Admiral Sir Dudley Pound, who panicked when he heard that the German 
battleship Tirpitz was in the area, and the escorting destroyers were ordered to join the cruiser force in 
a hunt for German surface ships, and the merchantmen to proceed independently. They had no defence 
against air attacks and the U-boats. The Admiral was held responsible for the fiasco and died shortly 
after he resigned from office after suffering two strokes.   
 
The worst part of the convoys was when we approached the Kola Inlet because of the U-boats, because 
they knew you were covering for ships that carried raw materials for the Russians, and they were out to 
stop it getting to them. It was a bastard of a place; the seamen who went in there had a rough old time 
of it. They would go in and unload and then wait for the return journey, but while they were there the 
Russians never even acknowledged them. It was all Stalin. He screamed his head off for the raw materials 
and treated us all with contempt. That was the last convoy for a few months, and what worried Winston 
Churchill more than anything, more than the campaigns in North Africa and Burma, was that if we lost 
the battle of the Atlantic, we were finished.    
 
I raise my hat to the men of the trawlers. The skippers were RNVR, who came out of places like Fleetwood 
and Grimsby, and were fantastic blokes.   
 
There were seven M-class destroyers; the Milne, Marne, Matchless, Meteor, Musketeer, Mahratta, and 
the Martin. Three of them got walloped; the Marne, Mahratta, and the Martin, because the U-boats 
were firing torpedoes that would home in on the moving parts – the screws of the ship, and when they 
hit, they’d blow the back of the stern right off.  
One of the U-boats sank itself when they fired an acoustic torpedo, and it went in a circle and came back 
onto them. They were too shallow in the water when they fired it, and it homed in on the submarine’s 
own screws. How bad was their luck. 
 



I spent seven months on the convoys, and then came home on 5 June, the day before D-Day. After my 
leave, I went to Chatham where I didn’t wait long before I got a draft ship to the Golden Hind, which 
was a dispersal camp in Australia. I wasn’t there very long either, and was then drafted to the Battle-
class destroyer HMS Armada at Sydney, and I was on her for about twelve months. The Armada was 
actually adopted by the town of Brentwood, Essex, in 1945.  
I finished up in Hong Kong, by which time the war was over, and I had to wait for my relief to arrive. I 
returned to the UK (to Plymouth) on HMS Anson, which had just taken the surrender of the Japanese 
under the flag of Rear Admiral Cecil Harcourt. Once I was back at Chatham, I waited for my number to 
come up, and was demobbed in 1947. I hadn’t a clue what I could do as a civilian, so I took a job as a 
driver for the ministry, but after two years it was boring me to tears, so I went and signed on with the 
Merchant Navy, and that more or less saw me through. 
 




